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NASA at 60 : what does the future hold?
This month w e devot e 23 pages to the issues
facing NASA as it celebrates 60 yea rs in space.

12 Breaking up is hard to do
Wit h the partners in the !SS about to celebrate
20 years of co-operation, we examine the
options for NASA for managing its future use.
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A glance at the contents column
may leave some of you wondering
why, in remembering NASA's birth
in 1958, we fail to look back and
reflect on its achievements,
triumphs, trials and tribulations.
it's all about confidence in the
future and, with none of you
denied a rich wealth of information
about NASA's history on all
manner of platforms, I felt it was
time to focus on what's up and
coming.
Wh ich is why I decided to look
forward, not back, and use the
example delivered by the
government in pushing through
launch sites on British soil
involving UK companies in rocket
stages and delivery platforms
which can produce a lot of
business for this country over the
next several decades. That's
looking forward and that's what
we do in abundance in this issue.
Some of those issues generate
many questions and I ask readers
to listen to The Interp lanetary
Pod cast linterplanetary.org.uk)
hosted by Matt and Jamie where I
discuss these aspects at great
length. In fact, this is an
opportunity to direct readers to the
pod cast where current
astronautical happenings abound,
an excellent appendix to this
magazine.
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There is a f law in the assum ptio ns made about
privat ised space stations: t oo much hardw are,
not enough users. The implications are sobering.

22 Staying around
Flight schedules for t he Space Launch System
have been revised, giving the Block 1 a much
longer lease of life - and perhaps a permanent
presence in t he f uture launcher mix.

30 More than it seems
A look at how NASA is supporting a stimulating
programme of near-Earth and deep-space
missions to plug the gaps in our know ledge.

32 What's in a number?
How m uch does NASA cost the American
taxpayer? Not a lot as it turns out ...

34 Space meets STEM
ESERO-UK Space Ambassador Jo Richardson
FRAS explains how a European-wide progra mme
of information and st imulation is connecti ng
young people wit h exciting careers in space.
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT
The British Interplanetary Society
promotes the exploration and
use of space for the benefit
of humanity, connecting people
to create. educate and inspire.
and advance knowledge in
all aspects of astronautics.
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